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Miles ahead in industry expertise with over
three decades of developing safe and

reliable truck routing software. PC MILER
software is the mileage, mapping and

routing software for trucks that drives the
transportation industry forward using

precise PC MILER cost data to optimize
driver pay, drive time calculations, utilize
assets, maximize efficiency and control

costs for carriers, shippers, 3PLs and
brokers alike. Further enhancements in PC

Miler 26 include new tools designed for
interactively verifying and editing imported
custom places using the map, and four new

toll discount programs in PC Miler Tolls.
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Time zone designations in the route entry
window and the ability to generate custom
road and geofencing reports are additional
new features. We envision a synchronous

outbound interface requesting Geo
Coordinates (Lat & Long) using the

Geocode request message from SAP TM 9.3
to 3rd Party GIS (ALK PC*Miler Web

Service) via SAP Process Orchestration 7.5
interface. SAP PO established connection
with PC*Miler Web Service by consuming
PC*Miler WSDL and successfully sending
request message and receiving response
message. Customer has installed JDE 9.2
with tools release 9.2.5.6 and has run 64
bit conversion to convert to 64bit system.
Also installed is PC Miller on the new 64 bit
system. Following the documentation in KM

Doc Overview of the EnterpriseOne
Interface to PC Miler Server (Doc ID

625546.1 ) OCM Mapping have been set for
BSFN B4900500, B4901860 in order to

integrate E1 with PC Miler.However when
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entering orders/shipments it shows error
075G - Cannot open/initialize the DLL.

CAUSE...... Problem opening or initializing
PCMSRV32.DLL for PCMiler function

calls.RESOLUTION:. Check if PCMiler is
installed properly on the client machine
and check the link to the server where

PCMiler is installed.Customer has verified
with PC Miler support that a 64bit version
of PC Miler is installed. Steps to Duplicate:

1. Set up PC Miler integration following
Overview of the EnterpriseOne Interface to
PC Miler Server (Doc ID 625546.1 )2. P4210
enter Transportation Sales order3. P4915
Find shipment, Go to Routing Options and

receive error
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